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Background & 
Challenge

BACKGROUND

AMEX is a global supplier of medical, laboratory, and pharmaceutical 
products to nonprofit organizations shipping to over 150 countries 
worldwide. AMEX also operates webshops in Bulgaria, Serbia, and 
Romania selling a wide range of products to clients such as 
laboratories, hospitals, universities, as well as research institutes.  



CHALLENGE

The 3 webshops show different growth trajectories with Romania 
being the most mature of the three markets. At the start of this 
project, organic traffic and Google Ads were the main sources of 
revenue for AMEX. AMEX tasked mrkt’in with reviewing the current 
data and marketing set up in order to identify pain points, growth 
opportunities and assess the general scalability of the AMEX 
webshops.
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Background & 
Challenge

Our Multi-Stage Approach
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Together with the client mrkt’in defined the following modules and deliverables that we now will shed some light on
 Data Analysis & CLTV calculation
 SEO Audit
 Google Ads Reviews
 User Research
 Holistic Marketing Analysis





Phase 1 - Data Analysis 
& CLTV 

Data Quality is a prerequisite for analyzing a business and its efficiency 
level. Our analysis revealed that the eCommerce integration was 
insufficient as important steps in the funnel were missing, making 
the comparison of the three markets and subsequent optimization 
impossible. Setting up the complete funnel will enable AMEX to 
identify pain-points and use events other than final conversions for 
performance marketing optimization.

In addition, we found several discrepancies between the data available 
in the Google Ads accounts and the data in Google Analytics. As data-
driven marketing and in particular performance marketing requires 
first and foremost accurate data and a single source of truth we 
identified those discrepancies as substantial roadblocks for success.



The data must be
 CLEA
 COHEREN
 COVER ALL FUNNEL STEPS
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Missing Steps



Phase 1 - Data Analysis 
& CLTV 

The second part of the data analysis focused on calculating the CLTV 
(customer lifetime value) of each of the three webshops. 
Understanding the value of its customers enables AMEX to correctly 
assess the scalability of each of the three markets and the CLTV is an 
ideal benchmark for assessing channel performance.


The calculations revealed:

a) there are big discrepancies between the markets and 

b) most of its customers as of now are one time purchasers 



In particular, the latter finding helped to shape the view that one of 
the core challenges will be to turn one-time purchasers into repeat 
purchasers.
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Phase 2 - SEO 
Audit
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As for the SEO audit, we conducted a technical review of all three 
webshops covering the following areas:
 Page Experienc
   Coverag
     Duplicate Conten
       Paginatio
         Status Code
           Site Structur
             Crawlin
               Meta Dat
                 Headlin

                   Structured Dat
                     Mobile Friendliness



It was important to us to not only highlight issues but to offer solutions 
as well. The result was a priority list of ToDos including “How to 
Solve” instructions.




a) Identifying waste


b) Identifying growth opportunities


c) Defining a clear and logical account 

structure


d) Identifying keyword opportunities


e) Evaluating ads quality



a) Account structure


b) Campaign settings


c) Language targeting


d) Location targeting


e) Ad schedule


f) Review of budget limits


g) Campaign types 


h) Keyword coverage


i) Ads: Quality, Number of ads per ad group, etc.


j) Competition: Impression share & Auction insights


k) Device strategy


l) Bidding strategy


m) ROI analysis overall and on a campaign level



Audit Goals Audit Coverage (excerpt)

We split the Google Ads review into two phases:

 Finding native Google Experts

 Supervising the Google Ads Review Process





Through a thorough search that involved interviewing many different experts, we found three highly 

capable freelancers from Serbia, Bulgaria, and Romania to perform the audits. At the end of audits, 

AMEX had a clear and actionable plan to increase efficiency and exploit opportunities. 
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Phase 4 - User 
Research

In order to get a better picture of the existing audience, audience 
preferences, and media usage, we decided to conduct an email survey 
among the existing customers of AMEX.



We sent out 3 different surveys 

 Romania
 Bulgaria
 Serbia




In total, we sent the survey out to more than 10.000 email addresses 
and received more than 600 responses providing us with excellent 
insights and actionable findings.
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AMEX customers clearly stated that they 

want to be updated about upcoming 

offers and promotions. This convinced 

the client to invest in a mailing system to 

meet those requests and subsequently 

turn one-time customers into repeat 

customers with a higher lifetime value.

Another valuable insight was the 

importance of word-of-mouth as a 

channel to spread awareness among the 

AMEX target audience. Therefore 

incentivizing this behavior through a 

referral program is the logical conclusion. 


Need for a mailing system Word of mouth as a key channel

The great participation of its customers allowed AMEX to get a better understanding of 

their motivations, user experience, wishes, as well as pain-points. Here are a few of the 

insights we gained thanks to the survey:
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Phase 4 - User 
Research
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The survey not only revealed that AMEX 

has excellent NPS scores for each of its 

markets, but we dug deeper to find out 

the reasons for this and asked users why 

they were shopping with AMEX. 

Selection, prices, and trust turned out to 

be the main factors. This proofed to be 

an excellent starting point for testing 

those motivators via Google Ads.
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Phase 5 - Holistic 
Marketing 
Review
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In the final project module, we connected the dots from the previous 
modules in order to lay out a clear, data- and goal-driven strategy. 
Particular emphasis was put on drawing up a test-and-scale strategy 
for channels that looked promising following user and data research. 
Always aiming for quick wins we of course pointed out easy 
opportunities that could be leveraged immediately. 



Such a complex project with different markets, different channels, and 
numerous data points required a good visualization of the steps 
necessary to reach the next level - see next page.




Phase 5 - Holistic 
Marketing 
Review
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Outlook & 
Conclusion

This project was an excellent opportunity to combine so many 
different facets of data driven marketing such as data analysis, CLTV 
calculation, SEO, or user research. Amex has an excellent reputation 
among its clients as it provides real value. With the help of data driven 
marketing we at mrkt’in are convinced that AMEX can achieve so 
much more as it has not even scratched its ceiling. And we are happy 
to have done our part in this success story by laying a sound 
foundation based on data and research.



Veronica Badicut, Marketing Manager at AMEX: 

“mrkt’in provided us with a clear and comprehensive list, with 
next steps & suggestions which we have been conscientiously 
working through, making progress every day. Based on the 
findings of the project we were able to understand better our 
customer’s needs, to have a clear overview of the data and how 
to analyze it. Already one month after the start of the 
implementation of the recommendations we see various 
positive effects that will allow us to further scale our business.”




Or in other words: WE CUT THE CRAP OUT OF MARKETING!
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We cut the 
crap out of 
marketing www.mrktin.eu


